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Internationalized civil war is a particular form of civil wars in which foreign countries 
get involved for different reasons. The evolution of polarity from the Cold War until our 
current days (2016) has impacted the relations between countries and the balance of power. 
Furthermore, polarity affected the nature of Internationalized civil wars as well as its 
prevalence. The balance of power among countries affect internationalized civil wars since 
the most powerful country will be able to disregard the rule, such as law or statutes, if it fits 
its political agenda without suffering reprisals while another less powerful country would 
suffer consequences of disregarding the rules more fiercely for instance. Bipolarity would 
create on the contrary a balance of power. We will endeavor to understand how does the 
changing polarity impact internationalized civil wars. 
 
 
 
 
Introduction  
 
The complexity of the ongoing conflict in Syria stems from the involvement of many 
countries. Much like the Arab Spring, the Syrian conflict begun as a peaceful uprising that 
quickly turned into a bloodshed (Hugues 2013, Kinnimont 2014, McHugo 2014). As the 
conflict lasted, both local and foreign factors got involved, and thereby fundamentally 
changed its nature. What had started as a typical civil war turned into an internationalized 
conflict. This international character of the conflict adds many consequences both in terms of 
human casualties, economic and political issues on regional and international levels as many 
refugees flee their country to find asylum in more peaceful areas. As these consequences also 
affect the West and other powerful countries, the spillover effect has fuelled the awareness of 
the situation. Consequently, since the Syrian conflict involves many countries and also 
contributes to develop terrorism, it is important to increase the understanding about it. A 
better understanding could guide the international community in making more informed 
decisions.  
 
Internationalized civil war is a conflict in which foreign countries get involved in a 
preexisting conflict for different reasons. Incentives for foreign country’s involvement are 
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numerous: i.e. irredentism, protection of ethnic kinship, proxy war (Gleditsch, Salehyan & 
Schultz 2008). For instance, irredentism (the conflict between Turkey and the Kurds) or 
regime dispute are reasons for countries to intervene abroad. Moreover, non-state actors have 
gained importance over time, among other things because of their ability to get  involved in 
other countries’ conflicts (Rasler 1983: 423). This form of armed conflict occurred many 
times in history and raises questions about the impact of the  involvement of foreign 
intervention in a conflict. However, it is not an international war in the inter-state war 
meaning (Gasser 1983: 145).  By applying a frame of  internationalized civil war, it is easier 
to understand the Syrian conflict. This paper sets out to explore the concept of 
internationalized civil war its evolution over time and its latest stage illustrated by the Syrian 
civil war.  Consequently, the research question states: 
 
How does the international system affect internationalized civil wars? 
 
The research on this topic ventures into an area in which many articles have been 
written (Gleditsch, Salehyan & Schultz 2008, Kalyvas & Balcells 2008, Sambanis 2002). 
However, no account of the impact of the international system over internationalized civil 
war’s evolution from the Cold War until the Syrian conflict exists, if there is an impact. This 
thesis compares features of internationalized civil wars during and after the Cold War, as well 
as a recent case: Syria and connect it with the changing polarity to understand the impact of 
the international system on internationalized civil war.  
 
Therefore, it requires establishing time frames. Choosing time frames helps in 
defining how the evolution of the international system and polarity impacted internationalized 
civil war. The first period encompasses the Cold War until 1989. Several observable elements 
illustrate bipolarity in this period, such as the US and the Soviet Union’s respective economic 
power, military capacity and cultural influence on the world. After the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1989, the United States remained as hegemon, creating a unipolar world until 
roughly the financial crisis of 2008. The last timeframe however is more delicate to define. 
Indeed, there has been no direct shift between unipolarity and multipolarity. Rather, this 
process has slowly evolved into a multipolar world. For the aim of the thesis, an arbitrary 
period is chosen from the economic crisis of 2008, as it highlighted the enormous 
interconnectedness of all countries, therefore providing a more precise idea of how 
multipolarity can affect internationalized civil war. This timeframe guides in having a clearer 
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idea of the evolution of polarity and conflicts affecting so many people, including those not 
directly affected by violence. Thereby, an aim of this thesis is to offer solutions that fit each 
side of the conflict the best. 
 
Complete and accurate accounts of the evolution of internationalized civil war are 
rare, which leads to a deep misunderstanding of this type of conflict that prevents one from 
finding an appropriate solution. Additionally, the transnational dimension of civil war - if 
underestimated - can potentially lead to misguided inferences from decision makers and 
political leaders (Gleditsch 2007: 294), potentially leading to bad decisions and foreign 
policies. This thesis provides an explanation of how the international system has affected 
internationalized civil wars. Furthermore, it discusses why the understanding of 
internationalized civil wars is an important step towards providing solutions for conflicts such 
as the Syrian war. In light of this, this research should be seen as an attempt to reconcile 
theory and practice that shows how the understanding of the evolution of internationalized 
civil war can enlighten some conflicts and can lay the foundation for future research on this 
topic. 
 
Theoretical Framework 
 
A major goal of this thesis is an advancement towards a more comprehensive analysis 
of the connections between the international system and internationalized civil war. The first 
section of this thesis establishes a theoretical framework, which relies on the entrenched 
literature on internationalized civil war. More specifically, this literature review will delve 
into what is an internationalized conflict. Next, the research examines how the concept of 
internationalized civil war has evolved from the Cold War until 2016. It then focuses on the 
analysis of the proxy war component of internationalized civil wars. Finally, those 
considerations will further the understanding of the ongoing conflict in Syria such as its 
evolution over time and the involvement of foreign powers. 
 
Literature Review 
 
Studies have treated inter-state conflicts and intra-state conflicts as individual and 
mutually exclusive concepts. This is problematic as neighbouring or more remote countries 
often try to influence the outcome of a conflict (Gleditsch 2007: 293). This thesis argues that 
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the transnational character of civil wars is neglected and misunderstood. Therefore, it 
challenges the assumption that states must be treated as closed and independent entities 
especially during civil wars when it is more likely that other countries will get involved 
(Gleditsch, Salehyan, Schultz 2008).  
 
Fearon and Laitlin (2003) define civil wars as involving incumbents and insurgents 
‘who seek either to take control of a government, to take power in a region, or to use violence 
to change government policies’. To be defined as civil war, at least 1000 people have been 
killed with a yearly average of at least 1000 (Fearon and Laitlin 2003: 76). Sambanis (2004: 
816) describes a civil war as 1000 combat deaths a year combined from each side. 
 
Internationalized civil war is a concept underestimated in civil wars. As such, conflicts 
are commonly studied without regards for external factors while civil war might indeed 
generate troubles in other states with a spillover effect (Gleditsch 2007: 294, Sarkees, 
Wayman & Singer 2003: 49). Thereby, a better inclusion of foreign factors in civil wars may 
help understanding internationalized civil wars.  
 
Different Characteristics of Internationalized Civil Wars 
 
Civil war between a non-state actor (insurgent) and a government (incumbent) is the 
most prominent case of conflict in the world (Gleditsch 2007: 294). The causes for and 
development of civil wars have been widely studied but internationalized civil wars are often 
misunderstood because they involve so many different factors and exist under many different 
forms. There are factors generating internationalized civil wars, and many ways to intervene 
abroad. The typology of Gleditsch, Salehyan and Schultz (2008) is a starting point to 
understand this type of conflict. Five reasons for a foreign intervention are often employed to 
characterize an internationalized civil dispute.  
1. The first reason for a foreign intervention is regime dispute: a foreign country gets involved 
in the conflict in order to remove a regime that appears to be ‘odious’ or seemingly hostile 
(i.e. rebels backed by the USA in Latin America against communist regimes).  
2. Irredentism is another motive: an outside state may intervene in order to help separatists to 
acquire their own territory. 
3. Protection of ethnic kinship can also be a reason for an external actor to support a rebel 
group or a separatist movement from the same ethnic group. For instance, transnational ethnic 
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groups (Hutus and Tutsis in Rwanda and Burundi) can lead to foreign intervention (Albanians 
in Kosovo, Macedonia,...). Fearon and Laitlin (2003) argue nevertheless that ethnic hatred is 
not a widespread or prominent reason for wars.  
4. Another reason for intervention is tit-for-tat. It is usually a retaliation intervention, for 
instance a country helped rebels of another country, so in retaliation the other country applies 
the same strategy (Ugandan support to resistance groups in South Sudan led to the Sudanese 
support of the Lord Resistance Army in Uganda in 1990). 
 
5. Finally, a proxy war is facilitated by external actors who support insurgencies. Such 
support is often a means to weaken a rival and to gain advantage ‘in their pre-existing rivalry’ 
(Gleditsch, Salehyan & Schultz 2008: 6). For instance, the Afghanistan war in 1979 when the 
USA attempted to indirectly counter the Russian advancement in this strategic country. The 
level of involvement is key to assert whether it is a proxy war or not (Mumford 2013). Proxy 
war is a war without ground or air intervention, there is no direct involvement or 
confrontation (Mumford 2013). Finally, limits of proxy war lie in the extent of involvement of 
the proxy in the country: the benefactor nation or entity has to help its proxy surrogate by 
intervening only indirectly politically and/or militarily, e.g. through military advisory, funding 
or tactical support (Mumford 2013, Loveman 2002). The willingness to take part directly (to 
involve soldiers on the ground or to fire bombs or use drones) signals the end of proxy and 
becomes another type of internationalized civil conflict. Moreover, there are some 
disagreements between the reasons for using the proxy war type: ideology (Mumford 2013) or 
 strategy (Kinnimont 2014: 52).  Proxy war is an extremely important component of the Cold 
War as it was the most common way of waging a war. 
 
The following section is a review of existing work on the evolution of the international 
system and the situation during the Cold War. 
 
Evolution of the International System 
 
The Cold War produced many changes in the world and in the international system. 
First, the international system was dominated by two superpowers: the USSR and the US, 
creating a bipolar world. Internationalized civil wars were parts of conflicts happening 
between superpower. Proxy war was the most efficient way of waging an internationalized 
war because the USA and the Soviet Union had to avoid a direct confrontation in order to 
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prevent a nuclear escalation and threat (Mumford 2013). Proxy war is one of the reasons why 
foreign state may intervene or support a rebel force (Gleditsch, Salehyan & Schultz 2008: 6). 
The willingness to take part directly (to involve soldiers on the ground or to fire bombs or use 
drones) signals the end of proxy and becomes another type of internationalized civil conflict. 
 
Mumford employs a constructivist approach by stating that it is mostly by ideology 
and interests that states intervene in a foreign country (indirectly or directly) (Mumford 2013: 
42) while others assume that it is mostly strategic (Kinnimont 2014: 52).  An alternative 
possibility is that both were true during the Cold War. But, due to the changing character of 
the international system and its impact on conflicts and more specifically internationalized 
civil wars, the latter could be more likely nowadays. 
 
During the Cold War, the most prominent case of civil war was irregular (insurgency 
or guerrilla) warfare (66%) (Kalyvas & Balcells 2010). This can be explained by the spread of 
technologies towards governments but also towards insurgents, which has led to an increase 
in irregular warfare. Periphery were then used by both superpowers to fight indirectly, 
providing weapons and support to the side they backed (Loveman 2002), making the rate of 
irregular warfare rise consequently, since both incumbents and insurgents had a larger amount 
of weaponry. More precisely, the rate of wars (interstate, intrastate and internationalized 
intrastate mingled) decreased consistently between 1989 (forty four conflicts) and 2004 (thirty 
conflicts) (Harbom & Wallensteen 2005: 624). 
 
As the Cold War ended, polarity evolved as well. Indeed, the international system 
shifted from a strong bipolarity towards a more exclusive international system, mostly ruled 
by the United States (Heywood 2011). In the meantime, other powers became increasingly 
powerful on the international stage, such as China, India or Brazil. During this period, Non-
State Actors and international organisations (i.e. United Nations, NATO) as well as regional 
ones (i.e. European Union, ASEAN, MERCOSUR) took more space in the new world order, 
as the world became increasingly globalised (Heywood 2011: 209).  
 
What we consider in our research the first stage or evolution of internationalized civil 
war is the Cold War, during which conflicts were mostly waged by the two superpowers, 
using the proxy war type of internationalized conflict, but not only. Civil wars were most of 
the time supported by both superpowers in this Cold War (i.e. Korea (1950-1953), Vietnam 
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1955, bombings on Cambodia 1969) (Gleditsch 2007: 300) although not systematically - for 
instance the Syrian intervention in the Lebanon civil war of 1975-1976 (Rasler 1983: 423). 
There was a lack of agreement whether this bipolarity led to peace and security as the nuclear 
issue was a mutually assured destruction if used, or to rising tensions and insecurity 
(Heywood 2011: 209). The second stage is from the end of the Cold War until approximately 
2008 when unipolarity also changed the nature of internationalized civil war, and the third 
one is from 2008 until the current period we are in, characterized by multipolarity.  
 
Evolution of conflicts 
 
Transnational civil war also raises the question of spillover. Some studies showed that 
civil wars were increasing the risk for neighbouring countries to suffer destabilization and 
violence (Gleditsch 2007: 295, Gleditsch, Salehyan & Schultz 2008, Themnér & Wallensteen 
2011), hence increasing the risk of internationalized civil wars. 
 
Although the thesis is not about the prevalence of war, the evolution of the 
international system can have an impact on its prevalence and on internationalized civil war. 
After the Cold War, the number of conflict did not decrease but rather increased (Kalyvas & 
Balcells 2010). Until 2000, the rate of conflict did not significantly change, from 44 in 1989 
to 41 in 1996 for instance (Harbom & Wallensteen 2005: 624). That said, figures can vary 
according to studies (Sarklees, Wayman & Singer 2003: 51, Harbom & Wallensteen 2005). 
Despite the lack of conflict’s decrease, the technology of civil war evolved. The rate of 
irregular warfare was prominent during the Cold War period (67%) while the rate decreased 
to 26% in the post-Cold War era, conventional warfare (‘heavy armour and artillery, siege 
warfare and trenches’ or fights between poorly armed militias) becoming the most used way 
of waging a war (48%) (Kalyvas & Balcells 2010). These figures illustrate the impact of the 
evolution of polarity over internationalized civil war. 
 
Finally, a legal angle needs to be taken into account. International Humanitarian Law 
defines two possible types of conflicts: Non-International Armed Conflict (NIAC) defined by 
the Common Article 2 of the Geneva Convention (1949)  as a conflict between states, and 
International Armed Conflict. Both are legal separate categories, Non-State Actors are not 
taken into account; they have no status in international law, preventing a conflict involving a 
foreign Non-State Actor from being legally labeled as internationalized (Schindler 1982: 
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261). In addition, the Geneva Convention and the Hague Convention (1954, 1989) do not 
provide any prevision for internationalized civil wars, which let states apply what they legally 
want since there is a grey zone (Schindler 1982: 256). Thereby illustrating the gap between 
the impact of the law on the facts also highlighting the underestimated importance of such 
conflicts. 
 
Theory & Observable implications 
 
As the international system evolves over time, one could expect to find some 
observable implications on internationalized civil wars. Theoretically speaking, power 
structures and their distribution greatly impact foreign affairs and foreign policy, and 
consequently this type of conflict. Polarity is what shapes the power structure and the balance 
of power.  
 
While bipolarity prevailed, the risk of war between the two superpowers was limited. 
The threat of a mutually assured destruction (MAD) acted as a safeguard from direct conflicts 
between both parties as well as their surrogates. The balance of powers (or ‘equilibrium of 
terror’) limited conflicts, according to neorealists perspective (Heywood 2011: 61, 216). 
However, an expansion of the definition of « conflicts » illustrates the form of proxy war or 
indirect war in this period. It constituted a peaceful Europe until the breakdown of Yugoslavia 
(Heywood 2011). Besides, in order to maintain and expand their spheres of influence, both 
superpowers consolidated them by interfering in foreign countries. The US in Latin America 
and the Soviet Union in Eastern Europe are only two examples, which have been dubbed 
neocolonialism (Heywood 217). However, the perception of power as ‘material power over’ 
(Heywood 2011: 238) evolved as well. The power concept gained a more nuanced meaning 
through the idea of ‘smart power’ (Nye 2009), which combines hard and soft power. Finally, 
the massive spread of weapons around the globe in this period and the fact that they were not 
reclaimed, could increase their use for other purposes later on and destabilize regions 
(Williams 2012). Therefore, bipolarity had particular implications for internationalized civil 
war.  
 
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States emerged as the sole 
superpower, creating a form of unipolarity and unilaterality. The Cold War provided a sense 
of purpose and identity (Heywood 2011: 219) for many countries. But after its end the 
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underlying existing tensions between communities were likely to rise. History showed that 
racial, ethnic and regional tensions do create new conflicts (Huntington 1996), especially 
around the borders since they were not drawn to complement ethnic or cultural communities. 
Despite the prevalent unipolar situation, globalisation saw a constant change in form through 
economic interdependence. Two theories would emerge the: 1) Offensive realists expect an 
increase in internationalized civil wars as all powers have increasing strategic and economic 
interests in foreign countries; while 2) defensive realists (holders of the capitalist peace 
theory) assume that states favour security and are more reluctant to go to war (Heywood 
2011: 61, Donnelly 2005: 43). Another observable implication is that the US as sole 
superpower allowed for a unique position as ‘police of the world’. This position lead to 
abuses from the hegemon, such as violation of treaties for instance (i.e. Rome Statute), as no 
one could counter or punish them. In the same vein, the hegemon was free to impose its ideals 
and political ideas over the world, creating a fault-line in global politics. Unipolarity and 
unilaterality could lead to drifts from the hegemon and abuses of its power. 
 
Finally, the rise of emerging powers on the international scene led to multipolarity. 
From what was a hegemonic order, emerging powers such as China, Russia and India 
reversed the trend by directly challenging the US more challenges in terms of economic 
growth: their power and regional and international influence impacted unipolarity (Heywood 
2011: 228). Despite the US military might and technological superiority (Heywood 2011), 
liberal ideals enabled other powers to rise and gain importance. Besides, the club of nuclear 
power - who happened to be the permanent member of the UN Security Council (UK, France, 
Russia, China, United States), happened to enlarge in the 80’s to four other states (Pakistan, 
India, Israel and North Korea). Detaining nuclear weapons did provide these countries 
detaining it with a new voice and more prominent role on the international scene. 
 
Few theories exist concerning the diffusion of power. The neorealist ‘pessimist’ theory 
emphasizes that the diffusion of power among other states will lead to chaos since, as before 
World War II, states will have a tendency to move towards expansionism (Heywood 2001). 
As such, since globalisation produces interests in foreign countries in the realist perspective, 
the greater the interconnection and number of actors, the greater the risk of conflicts and 
security dilemma. States would therefore have more interests abroad thanks to economic 
interdependence, thereby more reasons to intervene abroad to secure their interests. In this 
view, multipolarity seems less stable compared to the Cold War bipolarity. For instance, the 
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use of proxy war is an expression of bipolarity in internationalized civil war in this time 
frame.   
 
An alternative theory has appeared though. The theory of the obsolescence of war 
states that the spread of liberal democracies around the globe would decrease the amount of 
civil wars since each country would have an interest in growth and exchanges (Loveman 
2002: 35).  This view of multipolarity emphasizes the assumption that states have to tackle 
increasingly transnational issues such as migration, climate change or organized crime 
(Heywood 2011). Those issues must be dealt with in a global perspective through global 
governance. Transnational cooperation is therefore needed to tackle those new challenges 
(Heywood 2001). These observable implications could theoretically imply that international 
organisations (such as the UN) will be empowered and play a greater role in international 
relations to some extent and also regulate wars. Moreover, states as main belligerent entities 
seem outdated as regional actors (non-state actors) can strengthen and the previous diffusion 
of weapons provides them with more power. This could theoretically lead to more conflicts 
between either incumbents and a non-state actor (possibly a foreign one) or a conflict between 
two non-state actors, exceeding the classical ‘state to state’ model of war. 
 
Existing studies highlight the number of civil wars, their evolution over time 
concerning technologies, but they do not give an explanation on how the changing 
international system affects the ways and outcome of internationalized civil wars. 
Furthermore, as the world becomes increasingly globalized and interconnected, it appears that 
countries will have increasing interests in foreign countries and consequently intervene in the 
conflict if it threatens their interests. Therefore, internationalized civil war should happen 
more often as polarity evolves and allows any country to intervene in a way or another. To 
what extent those theoretical considerations apply to reality? 
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1. Internationalized Civil War during the Cold War era : Bipolarity 
 
Observable Implications 
 
Although this thesis aims to study the nature of wars, the prevalence of war can also 
be an indicator in changing polarity and the nature of war itself. For instance, a changing 
polarity can affect the prevalence of war but not the type. It is hence unclear whether or not 
the Cold War bipolarity reduced the rate of wars because of the stemming balance of power 
(avoidance of mutually assured destruction).  As a matter of fact, bipolarity crafted a binary 
world in which, aside two superpowers, another state had to pick a side and patron (Heywood 
2011). Additionally, this lead to the massive spread of weapons from the patron to the client 
in order to fight “the other side”. Theoretically, this could lead to the increase of conflicts 
since, if not reclaimed, the hoarding of weapons could be used for different purposes 
afterwards.  
 
 
Waging a War under Bipolarity and the Mutually Assured Destruction 
 
First, we should try to understand watersheds of internationalized civil war from the 
end of the Cold War until the Syrian conflict. Indeed, it could reveal patterns of 
internationalized civil war and more precisely what it was and is used for.  
 
During the Cold War, the two main powers were confronting in a indirect way in order 
to avoid nuclear escalation. The United States led the democratic world while the Soviet 
Union led communist countries (DeRouen 2014). Internationalized conflicts were fought with 
the proxy war characteristic during this period by two superpowers (Gleditsch, Salehyan and 
Schultz 2008). Proxy war is the product of a relationship between the benefactor, who can 
provide weapons, funding, and strategic help to the proxy, the latter being directly engaged 
and one of the actor of the conflict (Mumford 2013: 40). The aim of the benefactor is to 
influence the outcome of the conflict in its direction, for their interests. The National Security 
Council of 1950 (NCS-68) helped to develop the proxy war policy during the Cold War by 
giving the US more military power and by increasing military help to foreign allied countries 
against the USSR and the influence of the Soviet Union. Proxy war was then the ‘official 
unofficial’ method for two powers to compete indirectly instead of a real and direct 
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confrontation. Internationalized civil war took thereby the form of proxy war (Gleditsch, 
Salehyan and Schultz 2008) instead of a direct and militarized confrontation. For the US, this 
strategy proved more effective (Afghanistan, Greece) than direct intervention (Korea, 
Vietnam). 
 
Superpowers avoided military action because in this era of mutually assured 
destruction, using proxy war was a mean to maximize their security outcome. This led to the 
proliferation of proxy war in Latin America and the Middle East (Kalyvas and Balcells 2008: 
418). Some scholars argue that proxy war is without consequence (Mumford 2013, Gleditsch, 
Salehyan, Schultz 2008). Some others offer the opposite conclusion:  despite the lack of 
human costs for the benefactor country, using proxy war implies many consequences both 
politically for the benefactor nation and in the country involved (for regional stability for 
instance) (Hugues 2013: 525),. Internationalized civil wars are important because they 
involve many parties and are difficult conflicts to resolve. Furthermore, the spillover effect of 
those types of conflicts is high (Gleditsch, Salehyan and Schultz 2008: 4).   
 
 
Afghanistan and Other Military Strategies 
 
After the defeat in Vietnam (1973), the United States chose to wage the war in a proxy 
war way for few reasons. Afghanistan illustrates the success of the proxy war strategy for the 
United States at the end of the Cold War. The Soviet-Afghanistan war began in 1979 when 
mujahedeen fought against the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. The Soviets backed the 
communist party in Afghanistan, while some mujahedeen factions were supported by the 
USA, Saudi Arabia and Iran (Khalilzad & Byman 2010: 65). Afghanistan was a major stake 
for the Soviet Union and the United States as Afghanistan was in the center of many oil-rich 
countries.  The possibility for the Soviet Union to acquire access to these strategic natural 
resources and gain political influence ‘quickly and cheaply’ was a risk that the United States 
were not ready to take (Marshall 2016).  For the United States, using the proxy war strategy 
also had the advantage of plausible deniability (Mumford 2013, Marshall 2016). 
 
The condition in which the war was fought highlights few characteristics of 
internationalized civil war in this period. First, both sides provided weapons to their proxy. 
The massive distribution of weapons to militias - and the absence of returns of these weapons 
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that were never reclaimed, led to a constant destabilization of the region by the empowering 
militias and non-legitimate factions among the country (Williams 2012: 62). It possibly led to 
an increase in internationalized civil wars afterwards. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact 
that Afghanistan has later been subject to troubles and wars.  Furthermore, the implication of 
the Soviet Union first, and the United States then, led to the collapse of the central authority 
(Marshall 2016: 189) as well as the appearance of a war economy (Marshall 2016: 189).   
 
Afghanistan at first represented a victory for the United States, as they defeated the 
Soviet Union from taking the country under a communist wing: it later turned out to be a 
disaster. Indeed, the accumulation of unused weapons fuelled the destabilization of the region 
and somehow contributed to strengthen insurgents and making conflicts more conventional. 
Indeed, the military technologies of rebels became also high (Kalyvas 2006). With this in 
mind, Kalyvas (2006) seems to bolster this assumption, since after the end of the Cold War, 
conventional wars rose from 27% to 44% and symmetric non-conventional warfare (low 
military technologies of both rebels and state) from 5% to 26% and conflicts shifted from i.e. 
Latin America towards i.e. the Middle East. 
 
However, this proxy war strategy as an internationalized civil war component was not 
used all the time during the Cold War. Bipolarity did not influence internationalized civil 
wars towards the proxy war strategy uniquely. For instance, the United States used a more 
invasive and direct form of conflict in Vietnam. The goal of Vietnam was to reunify the North 
and the South under the communist banner, fighting the occupying indigenous force, the 
United States (Bassiouni 2008: 745). After 1965, the Vietnam civil war became an inter-state 
war because of the American intervention (Gleditsch 2007: 293). The American containment 
policy let them support South Vietnam against the communist backed North Vietnam even 
though Vietnam did not represent major strategic interests for the United States (Hess 2008). 
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2. A Unipolar World: the US Hegemon 
 
Observable Implications 
 
We will first discuss theoretical observable implications and then see to what extent 
they applied to reality. 
 
The prospect of mutual assured destruction by increasingly advanced military 
technologies somehow prevented the engagement of superpowers in inter-state and direct 
conflicts to the benefit of proxy war. The mutually destructive possibility stemming from a 
direct confrontation led to the development of proxy war policies in framing their foreign 
policy goals (Heywood 2011). However, after the end of the Cold War, the US emerged as 
the sole superpower. This unipolar situation could lead to drifts from the hegemon as he could 
abuse from its power and coerce other countries to fulfill his political agenda. 
 
 
Two Stages during Unipolarity? 
 
The end of the Cold War had many consequences over the international system. From 
bipolarity, it shifted towards a more unipolar world, as the United States as hegemon 
(Heywood 2011: 209).  
 
There are at least two stages of the evolution of internationalized civil war during this 
period. The first one is from the end of the Cold War until 9/11. After this event, people 
became more aware of security issues thanks to media and they became more concerned 
(Mamdani 2004: 179). Therefore, waging a ‘conventional war’ with boots on the ground was 
seen as more acceptable by the people and the need for a proxy intervention, in this case, less 
needed, because terrorism has been seen as an international threat since. International 
involvement in internal conflict was less seen as illegitimate as it was to ‘defend the 
American soil’ and fight terror, as illustrated by interventions following September 2001 
(Harbom & Wallensteen 2005: 627). A turning point is then observed between these two 
‘eras’. The Iraq war engulfed US military power as well as its values (Abu Grahib, 
Guantanamo) while nourishing in the meantime the emergence of a multiform counter-system 
(i.e. radical Islamism) to the world order in the Middle East and in Africa.  
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However, although 9/11 represents an important event for security issues and foreign 
policy, it does not illustrate a radical shift in the international system but rather in the way 
internationalized civil wars were fought. There is no direct shift, the change operates 
relatively quickly between 2001 and 2008. The world suffered the crisis in 2008 caused by the 
US, showing the immense interconnectedness of countries, highlighting the development of 
multipolarity also implying opposition to the US hegemony (i.e. emerging countries, the 
Middle East) 
 
Internationalized civil war after the end of the Cold War were fought differently but 
also in different regions. Although some argued that by 2000, destabilization due to the end of 
the Cold War were contained, many conflicts were still at stake or emerging particularly in 
Africa or in the Middle East (Sarkees, Wayman & Singer 2003: 52, Kalyvas & Balcells 
2010). By the end of the Cold War, locations of conflicts shifted from Latin America and Asia 
towards Eurasia, Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East (Kalyvas & Balcells 2010). More 
precisely, it seems that the location of conflicts is clustered in several regions such as the 
African Great Lakes, the Horn of Africa, South Asia and the Middle East (Salehyan 2009: 
13). Because of the occurrence of conflicts in these particular locations, there must be 
common factors inducing conflicts and their diffusion across space. Attention after the Cold 
War was more focused on preexisting underlying tensions (i.e. ethnic and racial issues, 
borders), resulting in the increase of conflicts these regions (Kalyvas & Balcells 2006). In 
addition, in these specific regions, weapons were provided to local militias in order to fight 
for their ‘patrons’ (i.e. in Afghanistan during the Soviet-Afghanistan war, in Vietnam and 
South-East Asia, Angola, Congo). Therefore, the shift in polarity impacted internationalized 
civil war in the way that, while bipolarity prevailed, weapons were provided to insurgents and 
incumbents in peripheries, and afterwards, conflicts erupted in those regions or surrounding 
areas (i.e. Central Africa, the Middle East). 
 
Some predicted that with the end of the Cold War and ideological surrogates fighting, 
conflicts will be mostly on ethno-sectarian fault lines (Sarklees, Wayman & Singer 2003: 51-
52). Furthermore, with the end of bipolarity, conflicts also shifted towards the periphery, 
peripheries being able to fight peripheries or even cores (Loveman 2002). In the same line, 
the ideological contest at stake during the Cold War was erased from the table, letting other 
factors taking more importance. For instance, ethnic, political and economic linkages increase 
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the risk of civil war and more especially internationalized civil war (Gleditsch 2007: 2097-
299). This hypothesis can be well illustrated by the Rwandan genocide in 1994. 
 
Ideological grievances are not an engine for foreign involvement as it was during the 
Cold War. It is rather about strategic and economic interests of neighbouring countries as well 
as regional and international rivalry (Gleditsch, Salehyan & Schultz 2008). Such internal 
conflicts in nature becoming internationalized highly increase the risk of spillover, as fighting 
forces can flee into neighbouring countries leading to the pursuit by governmental forces into 
those foreign countries, for instance. 
 
 
The Use of International Organisations/Institutions as Proxy: A Demonstration of Hegemony 
 
However, from the end of the Cold War until September 2001, the trend was officially 
more on reconciliation, which meant no official or direct intervention abroad. Similarly, hard 
power also declined to some extent to the benefit of soft power, power relations being 
exercised rather in a cooperative way than through military coercion or the use of both: smart 
power (Nye 2009). Therefore, proxy war was a more efficient way to wage a war or to 
influence the outcome of the conflict in one's direction. That said, other countries had to deal 
with the end of the Cold War and the Soviet Union, creating numerous conflicts (i.e. Balkans 
1991-1999) that did not take the form of proxy war but rather irredentism or protection of 
ethnic kinship (i.e. Serbia and Croatia). Therefore, the aftermath of the end of the Cold War 
was an increase in conflicts and internationalized civil war (Gleditsch, Salehyan & Schultz 
2008, Kalyvas & Balcells 2008), while the change in polarity itself  also influenced 
internationalized civil war by creating a hegemon capable of influencing conflicts (i.e. the 
Nepalese civil war in 1996-2006, and the Afghan civil war in 1996-2001) To appear as a 
benevolent hegemon, the United States rather had to tilt the balance in their favour through 
soft power, but as expected by observable implications, unipolarity leads to excesses and 
abuses as we will see. 
 
While the American hegemony, grew and as the world became globalised, the world 
realised that supranational institutions were need to regulate it to some extent (Heywood 
2011). The emergence of this new consciousness was also linked to the increasing role of the 
media between the nineties and turn of the century. International organisations were expected 
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to play a greater role in the avoidance of conflicts, first as a mediator and possibly as a 
peacekeeping force. The United Nations took a prominent place on the international level and 
as a judge after the end of the Cold War. As the UN role is to regulate belligerents, act as a 
mediator and an arbitrator, countries were likely to try and turn the scale for their own benefit. 
Furthermore, because of its capacity to impose sanctions upon countries that would violate its 
charter, the UN are an extremely powerful institution. This is the reason why, if manipulated, 
it can have dreadful consequences for a country. In other words, it can be used as a proxy to 
impose sanctions if manipulated. And as the United States were - and still are - the first 
contributor to the UN budget, the UN could be seen as an institution under influence. This 
means that for internationalized civil wars, international organisation play a greater role as a 
mediator but also as a peacekeeping force. The change in polarity did not affect the 
development of international organisations (for instance the Soviet Union was a member of 
the UN Security Council) but allowed them to try to constitute an international platform for 
dialogue and conflict resolution. Criticism must be raised however concerning the rigidity of 
the Security Council that have five permanent members in which there is the hegemon. 
 
 
The Iraq war  
 
Iraq is a good illustration of drifts and of the ‘multilateral proxy’ engaged by the 
United States in an effort to continue the low-intensity proxy war after the defeat of the 
Vietnam strategy during the Cold War (Mamdani 2004: 179). The power of international 
organisations, seen as legitimate by most countries represents an extremely powerful tool to 
be used to impose one’s will and political agenda.  
 
The UN Security Council imposed economic sanctions (banning of exports and import 
to Iraq except medical supplies) over Iraq first to coerce them to withdraw from Kuwait 
(1990), then to remove Iraq’s biological weapons and they finally agreed to an ‘oil-for-food’ 
program. It seems that the United States constantly vetoed the grant for more humanitarian 
help (Mamdani 2004: 190) and even those who passed were blocked by the US. This proves 
that the US acted as hegemon disregarding its rights and is another proof of unipolarity in this 
period. The humanitarian disaster created by these sanctions was unprecedented, according to 
the 1999 UNICEF demographic surveys (Mamdani 2004: 188-189). The US used the UN as a 
proxy to impose harsh economic sanctions upon Iraq to fulfill their goal: they even went 
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beyond the UN to impose their will. Other international organisations such as the IMF, the 
GATT or the WTO are institutions that can be manipulated for various purposes. Therefore, 
unipolarity poses new challenges for internationalized civil wars as the hegemon may use 
international organisations to fulfill their political agenda. 
 
The US intervention in Iraq in 2003 also illustrates unipolarity. The coalition 
intervention on the ground that Saddam Hussein detained weapons of mass destruction and 
that Iraq represented a direct threat to the United States was a pretext to establish their 
strategic interest in the region and ‘bring democracy to the people of Iraq’ (Hinnebusch 2007: 
209). Leaders must have had very powerful motives to invade Iraq such as the control of the 
enormous Iraqi oil reserves, other than the alleged detention of weapons of mass destruction 
(Hinnebusch 2007). This conflict that evolved into a civil war also illustrated the rising 
importance of Private Military Contractors as well as the increasing role of violent non-state 
actors such as al-Qaeda in Iraq or Ansar al-Sunnah also in Iraq (Mumfod 2013). These were 
new factors for the way internationalized civil wars are fought. The excess of power 
stemming from unipolarity was represented by other countries and people. It somehow fed a 
growing resentment towards the hegemon and was at the root of further dreadful events in the 
region. 
 
American imperialism and unipolarity is also expressed by the fact that the US felt 
free to renounce to treaties they had signed when it was not in line with their interests and 
agendas (i.e. Rome Statute). At the same time, they would coerce other countries to comply 
with or sign treaties and place personnel favourable to US interests in international 
institutions (Mamdani 2004: 203, Heywood 2011). Furthermore, trying to impose democracy 
in the Middle East by invading Iraq was a proxy way to impose US will and take advantage of 
the country. 
 
We expected to find some changes in internationalized civil wars, as the international 
system evolved from bipolarity towards unipolarity. First, unipolarity creates the risk that the 
hegemon abuses from its power by imposing particular measures to himself and to others. It 
seems that this observable implication happened because the United States abuses its rights to 
try to impose different measures for himself and for other countries (International Criminal 
Court, withdrawal of the Rome Statute, different treatment for American citizen and others). 
The events of September 11, 2001 also changed  the way internationalized civil wars are 
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fought and perceived. The United States intervened abroad officially for national security and 
counter-terrorism while it was mostly or also with imperial ambitions. We could argue that 
their multiple interventions in the Middle East were not only for national security but to 
acquire and secure strategic interests in the region. They showed their imperial ambitions by 
pretending that Iraq had nuclear programs to invade the country and trying to impose 
democracy to people who, although oppressed, did not welcome the American soldiers as 
they wish they would. However, although some might think that unipolarity could bring peace 
and reduce the amount of internationalized civil war because there is one ‘keeper’, it did not 
actually happen. The rate of internationalized civil war stayed more or less equal during the 
end of the Cold War to the ‘end of unipolarity’. 
 
 
 
3. Internationalized Civil War in a globalized world: Multipolarity 
 
Observable Implications 
 
Multipolarity has had a critical impact on the internationalized civil war. Since the end 
of the Cold War, technologies and power relations changed. From a bipolar world during the 
Cold War, the international system or world order shifted towards a unipolar world where the 
United States was the dominant force. Since the turn of the century, emerging countries such 
as Brazil, China or India outdistanced other countries by becoming more militarized and their 
importance grew on the international stage (Heywood 2011). Economic growth has a critical 
impact on a country’s capability to militarized itself and therefore having some say in 
international decisions. Therefore, this multipolar situation would have some impacts on 
internationalized civil wars. One could expect a higher prevalence in internationalized civil 
wars since countries invested in foreign companies implanted in foreign countries for 
instance. Their will to defend their economic, political and strategic interests could therefore 
lead states as well as non-state actors to intervene in foreign conflicts. 
 
Alternatively, the spread of democracy and economic growth could decrease the rate if 
not the nature of internationalized civil wars since it would impact negatively their 
relationship with other allies as well as their own people. Indeed, the obsolescence of war 
theory can be supported by the fact that in democratic countries, leaders have to be elected. 
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War is negatively perceived by populations as it implies, if waged directly, human casualties 
and extensive spending. However, the rate of internationalized civil war seems to be relatively 
stable (between 2 and 5 between 1996 and 2004) (Themnér & Wallensteen 2001) 
 
 
The Impact of Globalisation 
 
As the world has become increasingly globalised and interconnected, soft power has 
become a most efficient way to impose one’s will, through culture, foreign policy and 
political ideals (Heywood 2011). The influence and power of media: images and continuous 
news has a significant impact on how to present issues to people, as they were more aware. 
Leaders have to present their foreign policy, hence their intervention abroad positively to 
people in order to gain their support. 
 
However, after 9/11, foreign intervention has been perceived as more justified. These 
tragic events have been framed as the ‘beginning’ of terrorism in a way that justified US 
foreign policy for the following years  (Zehfuss 2003). The way 9/11 has been shaped and 
projected has prevented many from critically engaging with decisions taken in its aftermath. 
This event and the creation of the symbol led to the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and the Patriot 
Act. Consequently, as 9/11 has been shaped as a need to fight terror whatever the cost, the 
need for proxy war and the plausible deniability was not needed anymore. As a result, the 
boot-on-the-ground strategy was justified and seen as legitimate by Americans, as means to 
preempt or fight terrorism (Mamdani 2004: 258). 
 
Concerning internationalized civil war, between 2004 and 2010, the rate of 
internationalized civil war increased (Themnér & Wallensteen 2011: 528), to the point that in 
2010, internationalized civil war represented 27% of all conflicts. This rise can be in part 
explained by the change in polarity resulting in the increasing role of other powers (i.e. 
emerging countries, China) on the international stage. The prevalence of war is to some extent 
the expression of the changing polarity in internationalized civil war and can also illustrate its 
changing nature (conflicts more focused on protection of ethnic kinship for instance or 
irredentism). 
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The Case of Syria as the Climax of a Multipolar Internationalized Civil War 
 
The Syrian conflict represents the high point or climax of the state of internationalized 
civil war at this moment. Indeed, it rapidly evolved into an internationalized civil conflict. 
 
The aim is then to classify the Syrian conflict. Is it a conventional warfare? Symmetric 
non-conventional, irregular? As many parties such as non-state actors or countries are 
involved, it is hard to classify the Syrian conflict. It also is a sign that the type and 
characteristics of war evolve, as we saw previously. Furthermore, it evolved over time since it 
was first an irregular warfare. Indeed, at first the insurgency was not organised, but rather 
started from scratch and from the people, lacking technologies and knowledge to create an 
efficient insurgency. In opposition, the government did not know how to respond to peaceful 
demonstrations otherwise than with brutality (McHugo 2014: 224). The people - also from 
defections of soldiers from Sunni divisions (Barany 2013) - then formed a national army (Free 
National Army) to be able to protect themselves and other opponents of the regime (McHugo: 
2014: 227). Therefore, the Syrian conflict began as a typical civil war or intra-state conflict. 
Sponsors arrived afterwards and were not at the origin of the beginning of the conflict. 
 
Prior researches and media have claimed that the Syrian conflict is a proxy war. 
However, the use of the proxy war concept is deeply misunderstood on the conceptual level 
and is used in many contexts, without the understanding of the historicity of the concept and a 
clear definition of it. The reason why the Syrian conflict cannot be seen solely as a proxy war 
is because the proxy features exist only between Iran and Saudi Arabia. For instance, Kurdish 
fighters are fighting for irredentism while the European coalition fights for regime dispute and 
eradicate terrorism, for instance. A deeper understanding of internationalized civil war, the 
way it evolved and what it implies allows to grasp more efficiently the underlying patterns of 
wars. Furthermore, being able to replace internationalized civil war in its context impacts the 
understanding of the Syrian conflict, since it allows to describe it not only as a typical civil 
war nor a typical proxy war or even an inter-state conflict, but as a complex internationalized 
civil war involving many different features. 
 
The way internationalized civil war evolved also shows to what extent countries 
wanted to involve themselves in conflicts and for what reasons. In addition, we saw that the 
transnational dimension of civil war was more likely to occur when the conflict lasts. Indeed, 
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all forms of internationalized civil war occurred in the Syrian conflict. The tipping point has 
been reached when other countries found themselves necessary to influence the conflict in 
their interests (from 2012). The United Kingdom had to support the rebels for two reasons: 
first without their help, Assad could bounce back and for humanitarian purposes, (we could 
classify it as a regime dispute according to Gleditsch, Salehyan and Schultz). The USA also 
needed to be cautious in their actions, their intervention could be classified as regime dispute 
and proxy war as well as they did not intervene per se. In the same vein, Turkey’s 
intervention in the conflict is also due to Kurds involvement and their attempt to gain 
territory. It would be a form of counter-attack for irredentism, and attacking the Syrian 
government to try to coerce them not to revive their links with the PKK, for instance. Besides, 
economic divides can create cores and peripheries on a regional basis (Loveman 2002). For 
instance, Saudi Arabia and Gulf States as well as Iran could be seen as core states (in the 
context of the region) while Syria and Iraq could be seen as periphery. These considerations 
could help to further the understanding of the conflict since we could understand the conflict 
in a Cold War way, Iran and Saudi Arabia being both superpowers. 
 
The Syrian conflict is a good example of the constant evolution of internationalized 
civil war. Indeed, globalisation produces interests for foreign countries. Economic, political 
and strategic interests are important components of the reasons why countries intervene 
abroad, but as shown in this example, not only (i.e. irredentism for the Kurds, protection of 
ethnic kinship). 
 
Syria also represents the climax of the evolution of internationalized civil war, in the 
way the intervention presented in the foreign countries is particular. Despite its visibility in 
media, the understanding of the conflict suffers many major drawbacks. Indeed, the Syrian 
conflict is often depicted as an ethno-sectarian conflict, involving Assad’s authoritarian 
regime against ‘freedom fighters’, now also depicted as increasingly extremist and jihadists, 
but being in the middle of a proxy war between Saudi Arabia and Iran (Kinnimont 2014, 
Bhardwaj 2012, Phillips 2015). Leaders of the Coalition had to provide a good reasons for 
their public opinion and the media for being involved in the Syrian conflict. Especially so, 
since the opposition is increasingly perceived as anti-western and dominated by jihadists 
(Kinnimont 2014: 52). European countries fight in Syria mainly by bombings, first to remove 
Assad from power (regime dispute) and then mainly to erase terrorism. 
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Although Syria possesses many characteristics of the latest evolution of 
internationalized civil war - ‘loose multipolarity’ produces more centers of power but they are 
less likely to fight each other directly (Brown 2003: 65), some are not yet present. Indeed, 
there is no private military contractors (PMCs), whereas it is a growing factor and 
characteristic of ‘new’ internationalized civil war’ (Mumford 2013).  
 
Non-state actors however took a key role in the Syrian conflict, with the strengthening 
of ISIS in Syria and Iraq. This group fight to acquire territory (irredentism) but is also anti-
western. The imbroglio created by the enormous amount of actors involved in the conflict 
also makes it difficult to find a solution, since Assad do not want to leave power - he could 
face the ICC, while in power he is protected, because he has nothing to lose (Chiozza & 
Goemans 2011). Furthermore, many militias are involved in the conflict such as ISIS or 
divisions of the army who defected. It is proven that militias makes a conflict last longer 
(Jentzsch, Kalyvas & and Schubiger 2015). 
 
The risk of this conflict is that it turns into an asymmetric non-conventional warfare if 
the state collapses (Kalyvas 2009: 92). A rival militia could replace the army, therefore 
lacking a regular army and set battles. However, it seems difficult to end the war, because in 
some way, each actor is winning in their agenda: the Kurds are gaining more independence 
and territory, ISIS until recently also gained territory, the regime survived so far and al-Nusra 
grew (Scartozzi 2015: 314). Moreover, Assad gained a sort of legitimacy in claiming that he 
is the less evil in the fight, since the opposition is increasingly perceived as led by jihadists 
(Scartozzi 2015, Kinnimont 2014). 
 
Despite all actors involved in the Syrian civil war, the conflict is still not legally 
recognized as an internationalized civil conflict (Odermatt 2013: 29). This poses a great threat 
on the resolution of the conflict, since law is not applicable, or at least not precisely enough. 
Internationalized civil war is still nowadays misunderstood because its evolution is not 
studied. Providing the characteristics of its evolution over time allows to grasp more 
efficiently the issue of the Syrian war, because it provides a bigger picture and perspective 
about the issue. 
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Conclusion 
 
To conclude, changing polarity impacted greatly the nature of internationalized civil 
war. The changing polarity created shifts in the distribution of power and this distribution of 
power impacts how internationalized civil wars are fought (i.e. if it is indirectly, if an almost 
almighty country can wage a war or a greater distribution of power creates less conflicts 
between superpowers but more in peripheries).  
 
A bipolar world created two spheres of influence in which superpowers had to avoid a 
direct conflict, hence using preferably the proxy war strategy of internationalized civil war. It 
created a balance of power. After the end of the Cold War, conflict erupted in regions in 
which underlying tensions were preexisting, especially about ethnic and racial issues (i.e. 
Balkans in 1999-1999). The unipolar world also impacted the occurrence of war. By 
providing one country all power, they benefited from this situation to wage wars under false 
assumptions to fulfill their political agendas. Other countries were more bound by law than 
the hegemon, creating an unfair situation. Multipolarity however emerged slowly, decreasing 
the risk for superpowers to fight each other directly. An equilibrium is likely to emerge 
between the increasing globalisation, hence the risk to increase internationalized civil wars, 
and the need to tackle globally transnational issues such as migration and environmental 
issues 
 
In addition, there is a clear need to enhance International Humanitarian Law. The 
internationalization of internal wars poses a great challenge to International Humanitarian 
Law as it must adapt to the changing reality in order to be able to find solutions for ongoing 
and future complex conflicts. To be applicable, law has to recognize a Non-State Actor as a 
legal entity, able to interact in a foreign country and impact the outcome of a civil war. 
Without being able to apply law in internationalized civil wars, finding a solution will become 
even harder as some sides would not be recognized as an influencing power. While inter-state 
war tends to diminish (Gleditsch, Salehyan & Schultz 2008) ‘new wars’ or internationalized 
civil war tend to increase as the world becomes increasingly globalized and as multipolarity 
strengthen. Therefore, the natures of belligerents have to be recognized. 
 
 However, as seen previously, globalisation also induces transnational issues such as 
migration, and a global answer must be provided to deal at best with it. Therefore, although 
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globalisation produces increasing foreign interests in countries and increase the risk of 
internationalized conflicts if the country is destabilized, transnational issue also produces 
cooperation between countries. This is the reason why we could expect the international 
system to become polyarchic. Although Seyom Brown (2003: 67) assumes that it already is 
polyarchic (multiple organisations and states holding power and creating competitive elites 
but they have to cooperate because they are part of the same system, and with a tendency to 
tackle issues peacefully, increase in level of political participation), we could rather argue that 
it is still multipolar. The shift toward a more polyarchic world could be seen in the greater 
awareness of the Syrian conflict also via migration in Europe as well as terrorism, hence the 
need to tackle these issues. 
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